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‘…Certain Presbyterians  
on the Moruya River’:  
1838 to 1862

EARLY DAYS: THE REVERENDS WILLIAM HAMILTON & GEORGE MACFIE

Well before the establishment and completion of the Moruya Presbyterian church and 
manse, an itinerant ministry to the Presbyterian faithful on the south coast of NSW 

had been provided by two of Rev Dr John Dunmore Lang’s clergy, Rev William Hamilton 
and Rev George Macfie.

In December 1837 the Rev Dr John Dunmore Lang published an open letter in The 
Colonist providing a narrative of his recent trip to Great Britain, to gather Presbyterian 
ministers for the colony. In a proclamation directed to ‘The Scotch and other Presbyterian 
Inhabitants of New South Wales’ Lang advised that from London:

I proceeded immediately to Scotland early in December last, where I submitted to a meeting of 

the General Assembly’s Committee, held at my request in Glasgow, the state and prospects of the 

Presbyterian Church in these colonies; entreating, in the strongest manner, that a large supply of 

ministers of the right stamp might be sent forth as speedily as possible to New South Wales and 

Van Diemen’s Land, to build up the ruined walls of our beloved Church in these colonies, and to 

occupy the field which the good providence of God and the enlightened liberality of Her Majesty’s 

Government had so beneficently and so unexpectedly opened up to their Christian exertions.1

Lang managed to obtain twelve Presbyterian clergymen, three Lutheran missionaries and 
ten German lay assistants in his search for suitable ministers for his colonial church. Lang 
also persuaded destitute Scottish Highlanders, to request government assisted passages to 
Australia and many of these emigrants came to Australia on the Portland in 1837. Two of 

Portrait of the Reverend William 
Hamilton, 1837, artist unknown. 

OPPOSITE: Detail from Samuel 
Parkinson’s watercolour wash titled 
‘Shannon View Estate, Moruya 
River, New South Wales, December 
1850’. This view was taken from the 
southern side of the River, where 
the town of Moruya was later to be 
established. The building adjacent the 
punt was the Plough Inn.
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Rescuing an  
Endangered House

THE MANSE & THE TOWN

The rescue of an historic dwelling inevitably involves a journey of discovery, it’s a journey, 
which often poses more questions than are answered. The history of the former Presbyterian 
manse and its recue tells us much about the relationship between the manse and the 
church, and the town that sheltered this little Presbyterian enclave, and of the people who 
were, in turn, sheltered by this humble Georgian cottage, and its antecedents as a suburban 
Moruya dwelling.

The manse and its once large property were, in a way, a mirror to the town. Although 
the manse was separated and relatively detached due to its remoteness from the street, and 
due to its placement on the ridge of Humphries Hill at the top of Evans Street, the events 
that shaped the town shaped the Presbyterian enclave. These events included perennial 
floods, hard times and good times, the rise and fall of mining, shipping, quarrying, and 
most recently the industry of retirees and cultural change. The manse property itself has 
also evidenced the gradual shift from self-sufficiency of township properties, to an era when 
electricity, water, mail, and telephone were accepted as a right, and not a privilege.

We can read into the modest fabric of the manse and the church of lives committed 
to this coastal region, of a struggle to spread a faith in the face of often-insurmountable 
odds, of years of richness, and of poverty. We can also read in the fabric the astringency 
and austerity of the mid twentieth century when the Bartlett family came to live here, and 
shared their rented house with the Presbyterian clergy, and finally convinced the church to 
let them purchase the manse. The gradual revealing of the fabric of the house was paralleled 
by the revealing of the many layers of wallpaper within the house.

Wallpaper revealed in the southern 
bedroom.

OPPOSITE: Georgian simplicity and 
proportion retrieved, September 2012. The 
mantelpiece and cornice friezes provide 
a memory of a room once crammed with 
wallpaper. The soft eastern light through 
the twelve pane windows highlights the 
modest forms of this southern parlour, 
and the diaper wallpapers frieze over the 
original fireplace. 
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‘ … A Long Love Affair with 
Wallpaper’ 2009 to 2012

THE ENDANGERED HOUSES FUND PURCHASES THE FORMER MANSE

The Bartlett family placed the former manse at 29 Evans Street on the market early in 2009. 
There was little apparent interest in the property and, late in that year, it was suggested to 
the Endangered Houses Fund of the NSW Historic Houses Trust that the place was of 
such significance due to its intactness and its precious collection of wallpapers, that the 
Fund should consider purchasing the property to ensure its conservation. The Endangered 
Houses Fund (EHF) program is a ‘developer of last resort’ and its mission ‘ … is to save 
important places that conventional wisdom says are impossible to save. If these projects 
were easy, they would be done by the private sector’. 

The Historic Houses Trust (HHT) dispatched their wallpaper conservator, Michael 
Lech, and the Fund manager, Richard Silink, to assess the property and decide if, and when, 
the Fund would make an offer for the property. This they did and their advice was that the 
Fund should proceed with the purchase. Michael observed in this initial visit that:

The collection of wallpapers within the former manse is both significant and typical of those 

found in other Australian homes in the city and country. It is significant because although 

hundreds (if not thousands) of new wallpaper designs appeared on the market every year, 

especially before World War I, the wallpapers found at Moruya are unlikely to be found in 

any Australian and possibly any overseas collection. However, certain styles like the blocked 

wallpaper in imitation of stone or marble, two of which are present in the hall, are typical of 

those used in 19th century Australian halls and passageways. 

The rear south bedroom, February 10 
2012, showing the remedial works to the 
damaged south wall, the straightened 
kauri panelled ceiling, and the most 
recent pudding-patterned wallpaper, the 
uppermost of twelve wallpaper layers. 


